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MODELING DIVERSE STANDPOINTS

1. MODELING DIVERSE STANDPOINTS

Each person views the world from a different standpoint. Reading a document entails viewing it from that standpoint. Consequently, a reader’s reaction to a text tells us something not only about the author’s intent but also about the reader’s standpoint. Here, we argue that the insights of framing theory and standpoint epistemology can be usefully applied to machine learning-based text classification within natural language processing.

The concept of framing helps to demonstrate the influence of a diversity of standpoints on interpretations of texts. “The major premise of framing theory is that an issue can be viewed from a variety of standpoints and be construed as having implications for multiple values or considerations” [1, p. 104]. As such, there is no one right way to interpret a text, but instead multiple potentially equally valid or likely interpretations depending on one’s standpoint.

Figure 1 presents a traditional model of textually mediated communication. Supervised text classification from natural language processing traditionally adopts one view toward this situation: a statistical model of the writing process is developed in order to infer underlying properties of the text, such as author intent. In contrast, research guided by framing theory builds models of the reading process that link framing devices in the text with effects on reader response. This paper seeks to combine the theoretical insights of framing theory with the practical applications of supervised text classification to propose an approach that can have implications for understanding how diverse audiences use information and to apply that understanding to produce classifiers that model diverse standpoints.
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ABSTRACT

An annotator’s classification of a text not only tells us something about the intent of the text’s author, it also tells us something about the annotator’s standpoint. To understand authorial intent, we can consider all of these diverse standpoints, as well as the extent to which the annotators’ standpoints affect their perceptions of authorial intent. To model human behavior, it is important to model humans’ unique standpoints. Human values play an especially important role in determining human behavior and how people perceive the world around them, so any effort to model human behavior and perception can benefit from an effort to understand and model human values. Instead of training humans to obscure their standpoints and act like computers, we should teach computers to have standpoints of their own.
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of science and technology studies [5]. Situated knowledges is a variation on standpoint epistemology [6], which holds that each person has a unique and valuable standpoint from which they view the world that shapes how they perceive the world, and that a strong objectivity can be built by summing those standpoints. Situated knowledges are the product of those standpoints, the knowledges generated by particular positions from which to view the world. Thus, instead of attempting to achieve machine learning of The generic human standpoint, it is instead valuable to think about embedding these situated knowledges within software, and teaching machines to also view the world from situated standpoints.

2. MODELING HUMAN VALUES

Human behavior is significantly influenced by values, which can be expressed through communication and can spread across social networks. Values can be defined as “what a person or group of people consider important in life” [7, p. 349]. “Values are determinants of virtually all kinds of behavior that could be called social behavior or social action, attitudes and ideology, evaluations, moral justifications and justifications of self to others, and attempts to influence others” [8, p. 5]. As such, socially intelligent computing must include awareness of and sensitivity to values as a core component. Values can be expressed through communication, such as writing, and as such, techniques from natural language processing can be used to detect both the values of the author of a text and the values of the readers of a text, leading to a computational understanding of the relationship between author and audience and how values are expressed and perceived. Thus, much can be gained from efforts to annotate human values in texts [9], automate the classification of human values in texts [10], and to measure the relationship between annotators’ perceptions of texts and their values [11].

One particular application of the ability to predict how diverse individuals with different values will interpret texts could be the development of a “focus group in a box” that allows for the simulation of different individuals’ or types of individuals’ reactions to texts (or, perhaps eventually, other media). This would of course be of tremendous interest and relevance to social scientists, who could have fast, inexpensive, and non-invasive access to a pool of “individuals” without needing to go through the human subject process or worry about the potential harm to individuals. Diplomats could benefit from the ability to test messages on different audiences without risking a diplomatic crisis. Marketing analysts could cheaply and easily try out new sales pitches on diverse audiences. Finally, political strategists could test new political campaign themes without worrying about the wrong themes “going viral” unexpectedly and being spread without permission or control, since simulated audiences post no blogs (at least for now).

To ensure that computers are socially intelligent in ways that are compatible with human intelligence, it is important that the machine learning community considers the importance of standpoint, and develops the capability to develop artificial intelligences that are aware of and sensitive to human values [12].
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